WHERE WE ARE...
UDaily Refresh

- UDaily is one of UD’s best methods for communicating with the campus and beyond.

- More than 35,000 subscribers
  - 8,600 daily
  - 27,200 weekly

- We are refreshing the look of UDaily to complement the new home page design.

- We value your input for both article ideas and for future changes/additions to UDaily.
Where We’re Heading...
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NEWS

Matt Oliver receives NASA New Investigator Award
UD oceanographer Matt Oliver received a NASA New Investigator Award in Earth Sciences for a project that allows satellites to estimate the three-dimensional structures beneath the ocean’s surface. Read More >>

More News >>

CAMPUS FYI

- What to speak at ’09 World Congress of Chemical Engineering
- Two PhDs awarded Knud Fellowships
- TrinityCarShare pays visit to DelaWorld
- Alumni competing to open for Coldplay concert
- Memorial service to be held July 20 for Juan Villarreal
- Ravens’ mascot Phee, former YU Dee, voted Tercent mascot
- Prof. 2 students attend Shanghai meetings on fair labor standards
- More News >>

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

UD sociologist discusses cults and sects
Doctoral student John Burnshaw, who is teaching a course this summer on “Cults, Cults and Revolution,” talks about the differences among cults, sects and mainstream churches. Read More >>

UD researcher is building a better beer
- Glad student selected as Delaware post-graduate
- New UD garden designed to attract butterflies and moths
- More in the Spotlight >>

WHAT’S HAPPENING

Tour UD’s Lewes Campus this summer
- Free nighttime concert slated Aug. 2 at UD
- Students, alums to perform in Brandywine’s "Oklahoma"
- UD’s Space Vehicles exhibit on display at library
- Screenings of ‘57 storm movie slated for Lewes Campus
- Crab Cake Cook-Off recipes due by Aug. 15
- Families of UD students will reunite on campus Sept. 26-28
- More What’s Happening >>

RESOURCES

- UDconnection
- BlueHens.com
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